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Duplex bites the big one!!! 
....... 
Falling to the wrecking ball in order to save money is this 92 year old duplex which the 
Douglas College Student Society had originally hoped would have been used as a 
Student Union building. .?ho t:" ::- by Craiz HQo ge 
Politicos play with money 
Edmonton (CUP)-A major 
campaign to collect signa-
tures on a petition urging 
Quebecers to remain in 
confederation is heating up 
in at least two western 
provinces . 
The petition, which asks 
Quebecois members of 
"our Canadian family to 
remain Canadian and to 
continue building with us 
this magnificent Canada," 
is circulating throughout 
English speaking Canada. 
The People to People pe-
tition for Canadian unity 
was started by a group of 
concerned Canadians in 
Charlottetown about two 
years ago . 
University of Alberta 
chancellor Jean Forest, ho-
norary campaign chairper-
son , admits Quebecers 
have a right to determine 
their own futures . How-
ever, it is important that 
they understand that "or-
dinary people in the rest of 
Canada" want them to stay 
in confederation, she said . 
To finance the project, 
organizers are soliciting do-
nations from private indivi-
duals . To avoid the impres-
sion that this is an official 
, . 
campaign, no government 
funding will be accepted . 
However, in British Co-
lumbia, where B.C. Hydro 
spent $8,500 to print the 
mini petitions that they 
included with their Nov.-
Dec. billings, one professor 
claims public funds have 
already been spent through 
Wintario and B.C. lottery 
funding . 
"I've got no objection to 
these groups expressing 
their opinions but I do 
object to them masque-
rading as being non-parti-
san and non-political. It 
shows how far the federa-
list forces are prepared to 
go to promote their cause," 
Phil Resnick, a University 
of B.C. professor said. 
Resnick, who said he is 
not yet ready to personally 
sue B.C. Hydro over the 
matter, deducted $1 from 
his last hydro bill as a 
protest against public fund-
ing of the petition. Resnick 
suggested concerned law-
yers or political groups take 
Hydro to court over the 
issue. 
cont'd on p. 2 
Shits in the snow 
(ZNS)- The stinking repu-
tation of kitty I itter may be 
saved at last. 
The Chicago Tribune re-
ports that the manufac-
turers of "Tidy Cat Kitty 
Litter" have launched an 
all-out campaign to sell 
kitty litter to motorists who 
might find themselves 
stuck in the snow this 
winter . 
The " Tidy Cat" people 
say their litter, which con-
sists of absorbent clay, 
works just as well under the 
back wheels of cars stuck in 
snow as in a litter box. 
" Tidy Cat" makers have 
developed a "go in the 
snow" ad campaign, sug-
gesting dri\lers keep a bag 
of "Tidy Cat" in the trunk 
for quick traction . 
The Tribune says , inci-
dentally, an added bonus is 
that you don ' t have to 
worry if your cat should 
ever get loose in the trunk 
of your car. 
by RobGuzyk 
A 92 year old duplex 
that was to be saved for a 
student union building 
has been torn down to 
make way for a new 
campus in downtown New 
Westminster. 
The house was torn 
down over the holidays at 
a time when students 
could not lobby to save it. 
"Tearing it down when 
there was no students was 
a good strategic move for 
the administration," said 
DCSS President Les Brett. 
" It was not economically 
impossible to save the 
building ." 
New Westminster cam-
pus principal Bill Day said 
it was decided on three 
separate occasions to de-
molish the building . 
" People can disagree 
with the wisdom of bring-
ing down the house, but 
from the college perspec-
tive the decision was 
made publicly by due 
process and has never 
been varied from, ' ' Day 
said . 
Day also said that to re-
engineer the new building 
would require an irre-
sponsible amount of pub-
lic money . 
Vice-president internal 
Kirk Ritchie said the de-
molition was unfortunate. 
"I don't understand the 
rationale behind it . It (the 
demolition) was initiated 
on economic principles a-
lone ." 
"It's a question of eco-
nomics . The government 
gives certain firms incen-
tives for demolition of 
buildings . It's far less ex-
pensive to tear it down 
than to maintain it," Rit-· 
chie said . · 
Day also said that to 
redesign the building 
would cost approximately 
a quarter of a million 
dollars, with no guarantee 
of a successful redesign-
ing . 
"We reached a decision 
that it was simply not an 
appropriate change to 
make in the plans," Day 
• said . 
"Canada is in the dark 
ages when it comes to 
heritage buildings," Rit-
chie said . "In the U.S. 
there are consumer or-
ganizations that spend all 
their time saving build-
ings ." 
The duplex was one of 
the few buildings to sur-
vive the New Westminster 
fire of 1898 and was built 
by Dr. J .M. Mclean in 
1887. 
S·. S. elections 
by Pat Worthington 
Student Council elections 
for Douglas College are 
slated to begin Tuesday, 
January 29 ending Thurs-
day, January 31 . 
Registrations during the 
Christmas holidays have 
left a number of positions 
open . Among these are the 
positions of Vice-President 
External, Coquitlam Chair-
person, New Westminster 
Chairperson, and Surrey 
Chairperson . In addition 
by-elections will be held for 
campus representatives 
from all eight campuses. 
Nominations for all posi-
tions close 1200 Tuesday, 
January 22 . 
All candidates must be 
registered Douglas College 
students and be enrolled in 
at least one credit course. 
They must obtai!) signa-
tures from at least five 
Douglas students who also 
must be taking at least one 
credit course at the Col-
lege. These nomination 
forms are available at the 
Student Society office or in 
the Student Lounge. 
Campaigning began 
Tuesday January 15 for 
those council and repre-
sentative hopefuls who 
have filled their nomination 
papers . 
Campaign expenses ilre 
limited to $25 per candi-
date . 
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To date, about 750,000 
signatures have been col-
lected nationally but only 
about 12,000 of these are 
from Alberta. Forest said 
this small number is due to 
a later start here than 
elsewhere. She said this 
situation will hopefully be 
rectified during January 
and February with the big-
ger provincial push and the 
slogan "put yourself on the 
line". 
Alberta's three largest 
utility companies will also 
be sending out mini-peti-
tions with their monthly 
bills, thus reaching about a 
half a million households. 
Other copies will be distri-
buted to places not reached 
in this manner, including 
post-secondary institutions. 
Premier Lougheed has 
endorsed the petition and 
declared February 3-9 unity 
week in Alberta. The week 
is intended to stimulate de-
bate on national unity and 
encourage Albertans to 
show their support for a 
united Canada. 
Forest said she hoped the 
activity will affect not only 
Quebeckers but other Ca-
nadians. "I think it is 
important for ordinary citi-
zens of Alberta to think 
about unity even if they do 
not sign the petition." 
The date for the presen-
tation of the petition has 
not yet been set, but will be 
sometime during the refer-
endum campaign. In addi-
tion to regular media cove- · 
rage, the petition will be 
presented in public meet-
ings throughout Quebec by 
people from all other pro-
vinces and territories. 
Parlez-vous Anglais 
Do you know someone Complete programs-full 
who may need help learn- and part time, from be-
ing to speak English? ginner to college-level-are 
Douglas College is offer- being held in New West-
ing classes in speaking, minster, Surrey, White 
listening, reading and writ- Rock, Maple Ridge and 
1------------------~-----------------_j_i_ng::::_s_k_il_ls_. _______ _, Richmond, in co-operation 
• with school board adult 
·:, 
··: .. 
. ... :~ 
• 
education divisions. 
Classes are suitable for 
those who have recently 
arrived in the country, as 
well as long term residents. 
Each class is arranged to 
meet the student's indivi-
dual needs. 
The emphasis is on 
speaking and listening 
skills needed for day-to-day 
living and instruction in 
reading and writing is in-
cluded as needed. 
The goal of the program 
is to help students devetop 
a good understanding of 
Canadian culture and feel 
comfortable communi-
cating in situations encoun-
tered outside the class-
room. 
For more information on 
these courses call Douglas 
College Admissions at 588-
6404 or contact your local 
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C · U · P· approves glossy mag 
by Dan Hilborn 
A national magazine may 
be released at Douglas 
College this fall as a result 
of final approval at the 
Canadian University Press· 
(CUP) 42 Annual Confe-
rence held in Toronto over 
the holiday season . 
The still nameless 32 
page glossy magazine will 
be printed six times a year 
and will feature full colour 
photography and illustra-
tions . 
Approval was given to 
the magazine by the dele-
gates during a marathon 
twenty one hour long final 
plenary after a lengthy 
debate over the advertising 
contract with Youthstream 
Canada Ltd. 
Most delegates even-
tually favored the contract 
on the basis that the maga-
zine is designed only to 
break even and not become 
a profit oriented publica-
tion . 
Other CUP business co-
vered at the conference 
included the election of a 
new executive, they were: 
Mike Balagust from the 
Red River Community Col-
lege Projector as president; 
Mike McEvoy from the 
University of Winnipeg 
Uniter as vice-president/ 
feature writer; and Cathy 
Smith the Quebec region 
fieldworker as national bu~ 
reau chief. 
Miscellaneous resolu-
tions including the recogni-
tion of Quebec's right to 
self-determination; the 
support of divestment of 
university holdings from 
corporations dealing with 
racist or repressive re-
gimes; and the upholding 
of the principles of freedom 
of the press through sup-
port of the gay magazine 
Body Politic in a crown 
appeal of its obscenity ac-
quittal. 
More bad news for 
Iranian students 
WINNIPEG (CUP)-Iran-
ian students who are look-
ing to Canada for academic 
refuge are probably out of 
luck at most Canadian uni-
versities. 
The University of Alberta 
has had 388 enquiries from 
Iran and the U.S. so far this 
year, compared to their 
· usual 40 yearly. More than 
100 Iranian students in the 
U.S. have enquired about 
moving their studies to the 
University of British Co-
lumbia. 
But because of quotas in 
professional fields and gra-
duate work (where most 
students have outline pre-
ferences) at the U of A, 
language testing every-
where, and a one campus 
policy for undergraduate 
visa students at UBC, few 
enquiries are likely to be-
come accepted applica-
tions. 
UBC registrar Ken 
Young said the no-switch-
ing policy was designed so 
that UBC would not be seen 
as being in competition 
with other universities tor 
students . When foreign 
students are enjoying the 
hospitality of another uni-
versity, UBC is not inte-
rested in "undercutting or 
stealing those students," 
he said. 
There has been no review 
of the rule in light of the 
political situation of Iranian 
students, nor is one pro-
posed, he said. 
But several irate people 
have phoned the registrar 
asking that no rules be bent 
to allow any more Iranian 
students. An anti-Iranian 
backlash has been noted at 
Columbia College, a junior 
college which already has 
several Iranian students 
enrolled. 
There have been several 
instances where people 
have offered accommoda-
tion to students and speci-
fied they would not accept 
Iranians. 
At other institutions, re-
gulations stipulate visa stu-
dent applications are only 
accepted in September. 
Do you need 
money? 
A $150 bursary will be 
awarded to a Douglas 
College student by Nels 
Enterprises Ltd. in No-
vember of 1980. 
The money will be a-
warded to a student who 
needs the money and is 
attending a full year at 
either the New West-
minster, Surrey or Coquit-
lam campus. 
A committee has been 
set up to make the deci-
sion by next fall and the 
award will be made once 
each year. 
Nels Enterprises Ltd. 
runs the food counter on 
the New Westminster, 
Surrey and Coquitlam 
eampuses. 
Nanook the-"Polar bear, became violently ill and had to lie down after listening to 
Douglas College candidate speeches. 
Less pay from new jobs 
OTTAWA (CUP)-Minister 
of Immigration Ron Atkey 
has announced a new Fe-
deral summer job creation 
program designed to create 
70,000 jobs at a cost of $110 
million. 
Last year $108 million 
was spent by -the Federal 
government to create 
68,000 summer jobs . 
When inflation is taken 
into account, the new sum-
mer creation program is ex-
pected to create 2,000 more 
jobs than the Young Ca-
nada Works program insti-
tuted by the Liberals with a 
marked decrease in finan-
cing from the Federal bud-
get. 
The only major diffe-
gram and its predecessor is 
that there will be a 20 per 
cent increase in financial 
support to the cadet and 
armed-forces-reserve train-
ing program. 
According to Atkey the 
bulk of the savings on the 
new program wi II be made 
through the streamlining of 
administrative processes, 
but the National Union of 
Students (NUS) ·notes that 
wage levels will also drop. 
"The wage levels of the 
jobs are going to decrease 
sharply," said Morna Bal-
lantyne, executive secre-
tary of NUS. "In the past 
Federal government contri-
butions started at the high-
rence between this pro- country, but under this plan 
students wi·ll receive the 
minimum wage of the pro-
vince." 
Students in Newfound-
land, for example, will now 
be paid less for their sum-
mer jobs than students in 
other provinces . 
"By doing this he (At-
key) is eliminating the vast 
majority of students from 
participating in the pro-
gram because they will no 
longer be able to afford to 
take these jobs," said Bal-
lantyne. "With rising in-
flation and increases in tui-
tion · fees, these wages wi II 
not be enough to get them 
through the academic 
year," she added . 
Cafeteria to be renovated 
by Dan Hilborn 
On Jan. 7 the Advisory 
Council approved plans 
drawn up by the Fashion 
Design Club at the request 
of the Cafeteria Renova-
tions Committee for ren-
ovation to the New West-
minster campus cafeteria. 
According to Kevin Hall-
gate, the chairman of the 
committee, renovations 
may start in the immediate 
future but may not actually 
·be completed until the start 
of the fall semester. 
Included in the renova-
tions are a seperate room 
for the colleges two pinball 
machines, a stage for use 
during pub nites and for 
possibly the stage ·band 
which Hallgate says will, 
"hopefully . play once a 
month." 
Also included will be a 
new student lounge com-
plete with carpetting as 
well as couches and other 
furniture, and even with 
these additions the seating 
in the cafeteria will still 
remain the same. 
Funding for the new 
walls will be 
provided totally by the 
administration although the 
students society may have 




Guess who got tucked by the paper-shufflers this 
time? 
All of us, you and me, kid. 
During the semester break a 92 year old building was 
demolished by the First Capital City Development 
Company (FCC). The student society put up a fruitless 
fight in an attempt to save the building but in the 
words of Les Brett it was a good strategic move to tear it 
down when there were no students around. 
We question not the company's right to do this but 
the manner in which they handled the situation. Surely 
the students, in the form of their representatives, 
should have been allowed input into the decision 
making process. 
An historical landmark such as this should not be so 
casually cast aside, but instead should be valued by 
young and old alike. 
Are we to watch idly from the sidelines as the 
bureaucrats and businessmen callously destroy part of 
our past in order to make way for their concrete future? 
What course of .action is left to us now? Perhaps 
none, but in the future we should keep our eyes and 
ears open to prevent this form of cultural rape. 
After living through such a dull, materialistic decade 
such as the Seventies one cannot hope be optimistic for 
the Eighties. 
The Seventies were the "me" decade; the Eighties 
should be the "us" decade. 
The Eighties promise us a new beginning. The 
upcoming federal election could serve to usher in a 
whole new economic and political era for al! Canadians. 
Disasters and the ever pressing economic crunch will 
bring people closer together. If society is to survive 
cooperation and compromise among nations and 
humankind is necessary if any progress in the third 
world nations is to occur. 
In the Eighties the Third World countries are going 
to play a very important role . After years of exploiting 
the Third World countries the West is going to have to 
face reality and learn that the energy-rich countries, 
namely OPEC, will be influencing the world economy. 
But all is not doom and gloom . After such a 
self-centre decade of me this and me first there is 
bound to be concern for society as a whole . The wealth 
of the individual will mean nothing if society as a whole 
is poor and underfed, or unemployed. 
The feeling of independence from unemployment will 
politically influence our decision makers . People who 
are suffering will rally to see that their well-being is 
insured. 
After a decade of pessimism one could foresee the 
Eighties as a decade of optimism. Things cannot get 
any worse without society fighting back. Single, elderly 
people, especially •widows, are and have been 
suffering. Approximately 10% of the population live 
below the poverty line. Most of these are the elderly. 
People will have to cooperate and they will. If they 
don't they will become caught in a reality sandwich. 
People will have to accept that they cannot leave their 
problems in the discos and bars . 
To survive we will have to cooperate . Period . 
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We have an election 
coming up in the middle of 
February, and we have 
some serious problems on 
our hands, the most signi-
ficant of which is our en-
ergy crisis . The govern-
ments of the Progressive 
Conservatives, and before 
them, the Liberals, have 
succeeded little, if at all, in 
slowing down oil consump-
tion . I wonder; are they 
open for suggestions? 
I think that one of our 
basic problems is that we 
deem a driver' s license to 
be a right rather than a 
privilege ! It' s too easy to 
get a license . And once 
you ' ve got one, it' s too easy 
to keep it . 
When two tons of metal 
is flying around at highway 
speeds , or even downtown 
speeds , as citizens , we 
have a right to expect that 
the driver is a responsible 
person . The situation we 
have now offers no such 
guarantees to our good 
health . Probably, someone 
you know or someone you 
love will die in traffic. Or 
maybe they already have 
died . Probably you've been 
in an accident yourself . 
Ninety-nine and a half 
percent of all traffic acci-
dents aren't accidents at 
all. 
They are collisions. 
Accident implies that 
random fate was the rea-
son. That is hardly ever the 
case however. Almost al-
ways, traffic accidents are 
caused by someone acting 
irresponsibly at the wheel 
of a car. The results are far 
too often fatal. How long 
are we going to let it go on 
like this before we do 
anything about it? 
Which right do you hold 
more dear to your heart; 
the right to drive a car, or 
the right to be protected 
from those other horse' s 
ptutts who make driving a 
risky business? 
There are better places to 
die' than in a wreck on the 
highway . Why do you let 
them expose you to all that 
danger? It isn ' t necessary . 
As I said before, there is an 
election coming up . 
I am proposing a twostep 
plan to cut back on oil 
consumption and make the 
streets safer for everyone 
(not to mention what it 
might do to clean up pollu-
tion) . 
The first step is to make 
it harder to get a driver' s 
license . The applicant 
should . have to pass a 
tougher written test direc-
ted more towards his know-
ledge of the skills of driving 
rather than his knowledge 
of the law. He or she should 
then have to complete, and 
pass , two driving tests . The 
first test should be defen-
sive driving on city streets . 
The second test should be 
done on a test-track to 
teach the applican the skills 
The Other Press 
of control. If the applicant 
is successful in passing all 
three tests, he should then 
have to sign an affidavit to 
the effect that he promises 
to drive defensively and 
courteously at all times . 
The second step is to deal 
with traffic offenses more 
seriously . Instead of hand-
ing out small fines, hit with 
suspensions of various 
lengths, depending on the 
nature of the offence. Dan-
gerous offenses, like follow 
too close (tailgating) on the 
highway, or fail to stop for a 
red light or a stop sign, 
should cost the offender his 
license on the spot. Let him 
walk home and think about 
his sins . 
Drunk driving should re-
sult in a criminal record , a 
heavy fine , and a long 
suspension . 
Think about it . Everyone 
but the a-holes would like 
to get the a-holes off the 
road . 
It can be done. 
Driving a car is a privi-
lege, not a right . If you 
can ' t drive safely, for what-
ever the reason, you ought 
to be using public transit to 
get around . 
by Roy Torney 
Other Opinion is a column 
of thought written by stu-
dents, faculty and em-
ployees of Douglas College. 
Submis~ons must be 600 
words or less of type-
written, doublespaced 
copy. Submissions over 600 
words may be edited to the 
· proper length. 
page 5 
QUESTION: What did you think of registrationl 
Don Fleming: It was great. 
No problems. Staff was 
friendly. 
Dan Fortier: I don ' t know. 
My mind' s on zero blank 
right now, I can't think too 
straight . Vote me! 
Kelly Quan: It was crummy. 
They told me it would take 
about twenty minutes and it 
took about two hours and 
they said I' d only be in one 
room and I've been in about 
twenty . 
james Fisher; Ha, ha, ha. 
This page of The Other Press is reserved solely for the 
purpose of correspondence and opinion. The views 
expressed on this page do not necessarily reflect those of 
this newspaper. 
All letters and opinions much be typed at a 60-stroke line, 
double-spaced and must bear the name of the writer for 
reasons of validity. Submissions which are not signed will 
not be published. Letters should be n·o more than 200 
words in length and opinion pieces should either be 450 or 
900 words in length due to space and layout requirements. 
We reserve the right to edit all letters and opinions for 
clarity and libel. · Letters and opinions longer than 
specified will be edited to size. 
Deadline for submissions is 4 p.m. Tuesday. 
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The early 1970' s and 
the later 1970' s may haveTh b~~n interesti~g, even ex- e 
c1trng, but rn between 
they were boring, une-
ventful and confused. Seventl. e 8~:~~~~~fr.i~~"r.i~ Browne told North Ame-rica to take it easy. 
In the early seventies The 1970's were con- h 
fused and one could notT · 
help but to compare the e 
decade to the 1950's apa-
thetic, materialistic and 
worried that the world S t . Norman Lear introduced eVen I ' ·e sthe fir~t so-call~d realistic comed1es. All rn the Fa-mily premiered in the winter of 1971, satirizing bigots. Its popularity 
would fall in the hands of Th s t e :~!~!~~i~~r::.~i~~~~ e even 1 es 
still on , and the majority h . 
of Canadians smug about T s t ~~~~g·£~ L:r::~~~;~~~ e even 1 es 
g~:~~e~n~iq:a:~~dc~~~~~ . The Sevent1· es 
mrn1ster P1erre Laporte. 
Trudeau invoked the War 
Measures Act and civil Th s • ~~:~~r~an;ort~::s kiyl~~ e ·eventies 
and the "QUiet Revolu-
tion" was over . Th s • · 
By 1972, Trudeau' s e eventies 
support was falling and a 
minority government was Th s • 
elected. Two years .later in e eventies 
1974, Trudeau cla1med a 
decisive victory. Th s t• 
During the early Arne- e even Ies 
rican elections of 1972 the 
Committee to re-elect the 
President (CREEP) bugs 
the Democratic head-
quarters. Later when two 
reporters from the Wash-
ington Post discover the 
wrong-doings the country 
disillusionment over 
the political system . In 
1974, Nixon resigns as 
president. 
Probably the most im-
portant event that in-
fluenced the 1970's was 
the 1973 oil embargo by 
the OPEC nations . Reces-
sion sets in and the west is 
faced with higher fuel 
costs . At the same time 
the U.S. pulls out of 
Vietnam, thus ending the 
powerful war economy. As 
Bob Dylan said the 
times are a changing . 
In 1975 the NDP are de-
feated in B.C. and Bill 
Bennett promises to "get 
B.C. moving again" . All 
governments suffer from 
the economic crunch and 
Bennett makes political 
hay about the N.D.P .'s 
"Financial mismanage-
ment" . 
1976 saw Habitat come 
to Vancouver. The confe-
rence on human settle-
ments shows signs of be-
ing successful, but ends 
stormily as rich and poor 
nations fight over priori-
ties and theories of a new 
economic order . 
In 1978, after eleven 
years in power, the Libe-
ral government is de-
feated and the man from 
High River, Alberta, Joe 
Clark is the new Prime 
Minister. 
All in all, the 1970's 
were confused as the west 
experienced a setback due 
by Rob Guzyk 
to the sky-rocketing prices 
of oil. 
To make up for the 
confused atmosphere of 
the 1970's Hollywood re-
leases disaster movies to 
make people feel better. 
Tt-le popular movies con-
tinued throughout the de-
cade. 
By the mid-1970's alco-
hol is popular among 
young people and only 
those from the 1960's 
cling to the -drug culture. 
The 1970' s were a de-
cade of fads . Among the 
more popular were: jogg-
ing, C.B. radios, disaster 
films, cop shows, disco 
music, self-help books, 
" realistic" situation co-
medies , skateboards and 
pet rocks . 
Nostalgia plagued the 
1970' s as the majority of 
people wished for the 
simpler, secure times of 
the 1950' s. In 1973 Happy 
Days aired and continued 
throughout the decade. 
People began to relate to 
the leather-jacketed Fonz 
whose only claim to fame 
was his "Aaaay, I' m the 
Fonz" . Fifties music was 
back among thirty year 
olds, while the younger 
set rocked to the heavy-
metal sound of Led Zep-
pelin and others . There 
was little creative in the 
way of pop music as disco 
boogyed its way into the 
minds of the masses . 
Feminism made gains 
in the 1970's although the 
majority of people were 
reading self-help books 
trying to improve them-
selves for people they 
would meet in discos. 
By 1973-74 rock music 
was suffering . It was the 
same, boring slop which 
enabled disco with its 
smooth, engineered sound 
to make waves among the 
jet set. Popular acts dur-
ing the 1970's included 
old rock bands from the 
sixties such as The Stones 
and The Who. New talent 
such as Bruce Springsteen 
from New Jersey gave the 
decade hope . 
By 1977 the working 
class .of Britain were fed 
up with the old rockers 
who had become rich and 
boring . The result was a 
ro.ugh unpolished sound 
called punk which was 
characterized by such 
bands such as The Sex 
Pistols and The Clash . It 
first appeared in London 
and later spread to New 
York . 
As. the post-war babies 
became older so did their 
idols . Dylan, The Rolling 
Stones, The Who, and the 
Kinks survived . Rock con-
certs became big business 
and thousands flocked to 
hockey arenas and football 
stadiums in hopes of see-
ing their idols before they 
burned out or faded away. 
spinned off other sit-coms 
such as Maude and the 
Jeffersons . Mary Tyler 
proved that a single, thirty 
year 9ld woman could live 
by herself. 
As the Seventies pro-
gressed the entertainment 
industry became larger 
than the military. Millions 
were spent on disaster 
films and millions flocked 
to see them . The Poesidon 
Adventure, Jaws, and The 
Towering Inferno· drew 
huge audiences. 
As in records and con-
certs movies went up in 
price. The average movie 
went from under $2 mil-
lion to make to $6 million 
to make. 
Favourite line from the 
Seventies was from the 
"Godfather"; "I' II make 
you an offer you can't 
refuse'' . 
In the 1970's Canadians 
learned that they were not 
the best in hockey. Paul 
Henderson scored goals 
for Team Canada in 1972 
that led Canada to victory . 
After scoring his famous 
goals he commented that 
he ''learned what demo-
cracy was all about ." 
In 1972 Bobby Hull sur-
prised North America by 
joining the World Hockey 
Association Winnipeg 
Jets in 1972. The Boston 
Bruins led by superstar 
Bobby Orr won their first 
Stanley Cup in forty years 
in 1970. In the mid-1970's 
the Philadelphia Flyers 
became the first expan-
sion team to win the 
Stanley Cup. The Canucks 
lost. 
In the C.F.L. the Mon-
treal Alouettes and the 
Edmonton Eskimos ap-
peared five times together 
in the Grey Cup. The 
Lions lost . 
The only team to suc-
cessfully win champion-
ships were the New West-
minster Bruins who ap-
peared four times in the 
Memorial Cup finals . 
In 1979 the Vancouver 
Whitecaps made the long 
trip to New York to out-
class the Cosmos and beat 
the Tampa Bay Rowdies in 
the Soccer Bowl . The fans 
won . 
After all is said and 
done about the Seventies 
perhaps one example best 
describes the decade: 
People paid money for pet 
rocks . 
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nutrition throwing at 
The Other Reviews jaded rock stars. After attending The Ramones concert the prin-cipal of Vince Lombardi 
decides that rock 'n roll is 
not good enough for the 
school and attempts to 
ban it from the school and 
punish any student who 
listens to the "garbage". 
lishment, who are unable 
to stop the fire, watch in 
disbelief as the school 
burns. 
Rock 'n Roll High 
School disappeared from 
the Coronet after ten days 
to make way for 
Scavenger Hunt. 
by Terry Kaufenburg 
Last Monday at the Van-
couver East Cultural Centre 
Steve Reich and Musicians 
captivated the audience 
with an extra-ordinary dis-
play of rhythmic music. 
Reich, who has devel-
oped a technique of super-
imposing rhythm patterns 
and shifting them in and 
out of phase, originally 
experimented in a sound 
studio with the aid of two 
tape machines before 
carrying his music one step 
further into live perform-
ances. 
Their performance on 
Monday night consisted of 
five compositions, "Clap-
ping Music", "Piano 
Phase" which is played on 
two marambas, "Violin 
Phase" which is played 
with violin and pre-
recorded music, ''Music for 
Pieces of Wood", and 
"Drumming Part I". All 
compositions were written 
by Steve Reich. 
Steve Reich and Music-
ians, Bob Becker, Russ 
Hartenburger, James 
Preiss, Shem Guibbory, 
have toured throughout 
Canada, the United States 
and western Europe and to 
date have at least one 
album out on the Columbia 
label, "It's Canna Rain." 
For those that believe 
they have heard all types of 
music it is recommended 
that you listen to Steve 
Reich and Musicians to 
reinforce your claim. 
idi.t-&·liiMR$i:WfiMB%'Jmi*PPP 
by RobGuzyk 
Films that are made 
cheaply often have a good 
chance of obtaining cult 
status . Rock 'n Roll High 
School is one of them. 
Any show that depicts a 
member of the Ramones 
throwing a pizza at Mick 
Jagger deserves cult sta-
tus . 
Essentially Rock 'n Roll 
High School is a "we 
don't care what they say, 
rock 'n roll is here to stay" 
movie about student Riff 
Randle, played by P.J. 
Soles, preserving rock 'n 
roll at Vince Lombardi 
from q, fundamental prin-
cipal Mary Woronov . 
It is funny, has lots of 
references to rock 'n roll 
(in one scene laboratory 
mice are exposed to the 
music of such bands as 
The Who, The Stones and 
the new rock stars, the 
Ramones) and is one film 
every teenager can iden-
tify with . 
The students are shown 
being caught up in the 
rituals of teenage life and 
how some of the students 
seek fulfillment . In one 
scene Vincent Van Patten, 
who plays a jock, enters 
the mens' room where one 
enterprising student 
set up a booth for students 
seeking drugs, sex and 
yes-rock 'n roll. 
The Ramones, who 
have a significant part in 
the movie, enter the small 
California town in a car 
with New York license 
plates reading "Gabba 
Gabba Hey" . This, the 
principal does not like . 
Riff Randle, who waits 
three days to obtain Ra-
mones tickets has them 
confiscated after organiz-
ing a rock 'n roll party on 
the school grounds. By a 
stroke of luck she wins 
tickets from a radio station 
and meets her heroes in 
the pizza, er, person . The 
Ramones like pizza and it 
serves an interesting pur-
pose, namely used for 
The climax of the film is 
the burning of Vince Lom-
bardi High while The Ra-
mones do their part in . 
helping to demolish the 
school. 
The parents and estab-
This is a must film for 
rock 'n roll fanatics and 
those wanting to see it can 
catch it at a special mid-
night showing at the 
Ridge Theatre on Feb-
ruary 9. 
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SPECIAL BONUS DAYS 
EVERY WEEK· 
(LOOK FOR "BONUS" SIGN) ® CHI~KE~:_~CKEN 
KITTY CORNER TO N·W. CAMPUS 
AVAILABLE AT-
ALL DOUGLAS COLLEGE STUDENT 
SOCIETY OFFICES· 
This brochure 
tells you all you 
need to know 
to vote in the 
Federal General 
Election. ELECTIONS . CANADA 
Elections Canada is Parliament's non·partisan Agency 
responsible for holding Federal Elections, 
under the direction of the Chief Electoral Officer of Canada, 
Mr. Jean-Marc Hamel. 
P~blished by the Chief Electoral Officer of Canada. 
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·nouglas College NOrt Spews 
ATHLETICS RESULTS 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
The Douglas College 
women's basketball team 
started the second season 
with two wins over Selkirk 
College in Castlegar, J anu-
ary 11th and 12th . 
In the first game Douglas 
came back from an 8 point 
deficit at the half to win by 
a score of 56-44. Carol 
Homewood was out-
standing for Douglas in this 
game scoring 19 points, 
while Colleen Butterworth, 
Shelley Paul and Carol Fast 
each scored 8 points for 
Douglas . 
In the second game 
Douglas led from start to 
Photo 
• expressions 
finish, winning comfortably 
by a score of 49 to 27. 
Wendy Ellis notched 15 
points for Douglas, while 
Darryl Watts scored 13 
points and Carol Home-
wood 9 points . 
Both the mens ' and wo-
mens ' teams will be in 
action this weekend playing 
two games against the vi-
siting Cariboo College 
teams from Kamloops . 
MENS' VOLLEYBALL 
The Douglas College 
mens' volleyball team tra-
velled to Victoria on J anu-
ary 12th, for a Totem Con-
ference tournament hosted 
by Camosun College. When 
the smoke had cleared, 
after a day of fierce com-
petition, Douglas had won 4 
games and lost 4 games. 
The actual results were as 
follows : 
D.C. 15 B.C.I.T . 3 
D.C. 11 B.C.I.T. 15 
D-.C. 15 Royal Roads 2 
D.C. 15 Royal Roads 1 
D.C. 7 V.C.C. 15 
D.C. 5 V.C.C. 15 
Coach John Lussier was 
not entirely dissatisfied 
with his team's perfor-
mance and is convinced the 
team will improve its show-
ing at the next tournament 
in Kelowna, February 1st 
and 2nd . The team to beat 
is obviously Vancouver 
Community College. 
The womens ' volleyball 
team travels to Nanaimo for 
a Totem Conferece tourna-
ment January 19th . 
Women's Field Hockey 
still welcome. Anyone in-
terested in playing with the 
team should contact coach 
Henry Thompson at 876-
6639. 
- Rugby 
As Totem Conference 
rugby action is now con-
cluded, Douglas College 
players will now be playing 
in the third division of the 
Fraser Valley Rugby Union, 
commencing January 26th 
and concluding at the end 
of Apri I. Practices are at 
Queens Park on Mondays 
and Wednesdays from 6:30 
p.m. to 8:30 p.m. Anyone 
interested in playing should 
contact coach Cord Denni-
son at 733-9854 . 
Badminton 
After the Christmas The College badminton 
break and inclement wea- team is in full swing again 
ther, the Douglas College after the Christmas break. 
womens' field hockey team In addition to playing in the 
hopes to get back into ac- Vancouver league, the 
tournament in Nanaimo on 
January 26th . Anyone in-
terested in . trying out for 
the team should contact 
coach Robin Ryan at 588-
4411, Local 257. 
CAHPUS REPS ~vANTED 
Earn extra money 
by introducing 
the GRAD CREDIKIT 












On February 9, 1980, in DC 16 M 1 · 14 t-io. n the fr'rst weekend in team kicks off its intercol-. . a asprna 
Simon Fraser University' s . -~D~. C:·~8~~~~a~la~s~pi~n~a~15~-~F~e~b~ru~a~ry~. ~N~e~w~c~o~m~e~r~s~ar~e~~le~g:i~a~te~c~a:m~p~a~ig~n~:w~it~h~a~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Images Theatre, the Bur- ..-
naby Camera Club will 
sponsor a day-long photo-
Phone 481-5637 
graphic seminar with Free-
man Patterson . Seminar 
will begin at 9:30a.m. and 
continue through 5:30 p.m. 
with lunch and coffee 
break. Freeman has sche-
duled several opportunities 
for questions and answers 
throughout the day . 
This seminar is about 
visual thinking -observing, 
imagining and expressing . 
The discussion of expres-
sion will occupy a major 
part of the day and will give 
extensive consideration to 
the elements and principles 
of design for photogra-
phers . 
For information and re-
gistration forms , contact 
Phil Neal , 6177 Denbigh 
St., Burnaby, B.C., V5H 
3R6, Telephone: 438-3283 . 
Admission 
policies 
The College Student Ser-
vices Advisory Council as 
part of its mandate will be 
publishing a selection of 
College Admission Policies 
for your information and 
response . 
Although many College 
policies are published in 
the annual calendar, stu-
dent handbooks and the 
like, the policies we pro-
pose to publicise are those 
that are more " opera-
tional" which many stu-
dents do not often en-
counter. 
Your response will be 
welcomed to the following 
pol icy and the others that 
we will publish over the 
next few weeks . Please 





Light, white, just right! 
Try this delicioUs wine served 
weU chilled as champagne. 
You'U like it! 
S1i-Mid)elle Wti)es .i 
50 YEARS OF FINE WINES .. 
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Big Mac attacks employees 
reprinted from The Ubys-
sey 
by Tom Hawthorn 
Millions have passed 
beneath the famous gold-
en arches, seeking fast 
food salvation. 
These pilgrimages to 
the McDonald's shrine are 
simple, a matter of rou-
tine . A smile from the 
young priestess, cheap 
food that's on your tray 
almost before money is 
exchanged and a cheerful 
farewell make for an 
alluring visit . For the 
customer. 
But for the women on 
the other side of the 
counter, working McDon-
ald's is an endless regi-
men of painful burns, 
incredible pressures and 
sexual discrimination . 
That is the gospel of the 
McDonald's oligarchy. 
This is the story of three 
women who no longer 
believe. 
Beverly, 19, says she 
bears the scars of her two 
year at McDonald's . Lit-
erally. 
"Everybody who work-
ed on french fies , and 
that's most of the girls, 
has a scar," she says , 
rolling up her sleeve to 
reveal a three inch puck-
ered white mark . "The 
managers say, 'If you ' re 
careful it won't happen.' 
It is inevitable, though . 
You're warned but . .. 
''You know, when they 
rush you like they do, you 
have to get hurt. It' s just 
terrible ." 
Beverly considers her-
self lucky. Many of her 
friends at McDonald ' s 
have suffered many more 
numerous and painful 
burns . And she' s con-
vinced that the company 
and its management 
places employee safety 
somewhere after cost effi-
ciency tests and selling 
techniques . 
"Everything they do is 
geared toward money 
efficiently," sl1e says with 
uncharacteristic: bitter-
ness . "Even if that means 
injuries." 
Beverly's reasor 1 for 
joining McDonald's ,;.s the 
same as legions of ot.l,er 
young women's. Living ci't 
home with her mother and 
sister, she soon learned 
that a greater degree of 
independence was avail-
able by earning a regular 
pay cheque. 
Lacking references, and 
unable to find a part-time 
job where the hours would 
not interfere too severly 
with her high school 
classes, Beverly applied 
and was hired . She 
enjoyed the challenges of 
her new job, but the 
romance was short-lived. 
''It was so pressured it 
sometimes made me 
apprehensive about going 
to work. While walking 
there, I would think to 
myself, 'So-and so got 
chewed out yesterday, will 
I get chewed out today?' " 
She says that kind of 
pressure, coupled with 
her school load and the 
typical problems of adole-
scence, was must too in-
tense for comfort. And 
while friendship was 
readily available at the 
store with other workers, 
the pervading atmosphere 
of competition for favors 
with management often 
made it impossible for 
close relationships to de-
velop. 
The scheduling benefits 
of working soon evapor-
ated when Beverly dis-
covered what she calls 
unaccountable and sense-
less meetings she was 
expected to attend . Add-
ing on two hours without 
pay for practice, and Bev-
erly says she was quickly 
being lassoed into a com-
pany trap all too success-
ful at snaring loyal em-
ployees . 
" I' ve seen it happen . 
Many kids were not en-
couraged to go on to 
higher education . They 
were told, 'There's a life 
for you at McDonald' s .' 
But there isn't - many 
managers leave just be-
cause they don ' t like the 
pressures and can get 
much more money else-
where'. 
"I think their tactics are 
disgraceful." 
Beverly says she's one 
of the few former McDon-
ald's workers she knows 
who went on to study at 
university, although many 
first started with the in-
tention of furthering their 
education . 
As soon as she had 
saved enough money, 
Beverly quit McDonald's 
to attend UBC - and soon 
found she could do a 
similar job in a residence 
cafeteria, for almost one 
dollar an hour more. 
McDonald's will con-
tinue to make the massive 
profits it riow does, 
Beverly says, simply be-
cause their system is too 
ingrained to be beaten. 
While some other fast 
food outlets, like White 
Spot, do not actively 
oppose employee union-
ization, McDonald's has a 
long, history of smashing 
any attempts by workers 
to organize. 
And for good company 
reason, Beverly says . 
"Unions would ruin the 
system. It's a very good 
system because you're too 
young to retaliate and too 
concerned about making 
money.'' 
For Beverly, quiet 
acceptance of that system 
financed part of her un-
iversity education . And, 
as she says, eventually 
boug_~..!_back her freedom . 
"You know they threat-
ened to fire me a week and 
a half after I 
started. They scared me 
to death," says Pat, 19. 
' 'You have a month 
probation period. Pro-
bation, " she says, mulling 
the word over in. obvious 
disgust, "that's what you 
get when you get out of 
prison. " 
The analogy is not lost 
on her. Pat feels she was 
lucky to leave McDonald's 
shen she did, before it was 
too late to retrieve some of 
the dignity she feels she 
had before she started . 
" I wasn 'l proud of 
working there," Pat says . 
" You had to be humiliated 
You're too young 




to even get a pair of jeans 
in those contests. 
"If you didn't go along 
with everything, they 
made you feel guilty, like 
absolute shit." 
Pat realizes putting up 
with conditions at Mc-
Donald's allowed her to • 
· get the well paying, 
downtown department 
store job she now has. 
Sitting in her Vancouver 
basement apartment, with 
its soft brown couch, the 
room feeling cold as 
basements always do. 
Pat' s anxiousness to re-
count her ezperiences at 
McDonald's is startling. 
And while her apartment 
has all the comforts a 
single, middle-class 19 
year old can enjoy, Pat is 
angry and disturbed at the 
amount of free work Mc-
Donald's ekes out of its 
employees . 
Not wanting to walk 
home after finishing work 
at 1 a.m. or later, Pat 
rolling up her 




would often find herself 
doing work . It was some-
thing almost expected of 
the women employees . 
"You would have to 
wait for a manager or crew 
chief to finish, to drive 
people home. And while 
you're waiting, they'd al-
ways ask you to work. Of 
course, you would get no 
pay." 
Pat's friend Margaret 
also worked at McDon-
ald's . But she was ambit-
ious , eager to work her 
way to a better paying 
position. Even though it 
meant working many 
hours without pay. 
" I used to do a lot of 
free work, " says Marg-
aret, 18. " Your chances 
are better if you do those 
things. " 
But she soon found that 
more than free labor was 
required for management 
to take notice. 
" There is very defin-
itely discrimination. I 
found that when I started 
to cross that sex barrier I 
took a lot of shit ." 
The sex barrier for 
women who work at Mc-
Donald' s is the grill , a 
bastion of male domin-
ance in the system, and an 
actual physical division 
between the sexes . 
" They wouldn't let me 
near a grill when I first 
asked," says Margaret. 
" They only let you 
practise on your own time. 
But guys would be taught 
window (serving) on com-
pany time. 
''And once after I told a 
head mana-ger that I had 
practised grill on my spare 
time and was interested in 
doing it during a shift, he 
said, 'Well, good for you 
dear,' and patted me on 
the back." 
"After all that I wanted 
to do it, just to prove I 
could do it." 
Sexual discrimination, 
poor wages · and a dis-
regard for safety at Mc-
Donald's forced Margaret 
and Pat to leave the firm, 
they says . 
''The pressure was so 
great and the demands so 
much that you could hard-
ly get off sick, 'cause the 
managers would make you 
feel guilty," says Pat. 
"Once I was working in 
the middle of the rush and 
had the flu . With all the 
rushing and the heat I just 
couldn't stand anymore . 
The crew chief wouldn't 
let me sit down because it 
was so busy. I went 
upstairs and passed out." 
Margaret has a similar 
story- you get the feeling 
they all most have them -
about not being allowed to 
take an early break. 
"It was just so busy that 
I didn't even have time to 
grab a break. I left my 
window, threw up and 
then ran back downstairs 
to work. Now, that is 
sick!" 
And right after the 
stories about being sick 
while at work, comes the 
inevitable rolling up the 
sleeves and the unveiling 
of well-hidden scars from 
french fry holder burns. 
They complain of hourly 
ratings, where the total 
amount of sales in an hour 
are counted with the ob-
ject of doing more than 
$100 worth of business 
(those who do so are given 
badges to place on their 
uniforms), and ratings, 
where a store is given , a 
grade for its performance. 
Needless to say, a poor 
grade means plenty of 
abuse for the workers, 
ty1argaret says . 
Management is also 
very aware of its em-
ployees' birthdays -
especially their eight-
eenth , when their min-
imum hourly pay must be 
increased. Many raises 
are given just before 
someone has that birth-
day, as an encouragement 
that the company appre-
ciates their efforts . 
Yet no matter how often 
Pat and Margaret warn 
their younger friends and 
relatives, they still apply 
to McDonald's . In a time 
when money is short, they 
are an eager resource to 
be tapped for fun and 
profit. 
For profit anyways. 
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Julius Schmid makes the most wpularbrands 
of condoms in Canada. · 
So 
about 
would we want to talk to you 
er methods of contraception? 
The Diaphragm 
The diaphragm is a soft rubber cup which 'fits' 
into the vagina to cover the cervix (the opening 
to the uterus, or womb). It comes in various sizes 
and requires both a pres-
cription and initial fitting 
by a doctor or trained 
nurse. 'lb be effective, 
the diaphragm must 
be used in conjunction 
with a spermicidal jelly , /~~~~~~ 
or cream applied to all '"' 
sides of the cup and to its rim. Additional appli-
cations of the spermicidal jelly or cream are 
needed if intercourse is delayed by several hours, 
or is repeated prior to the removal of the dia-
phragm. The diaphragm must be left in place for 
at least six hours after sexual contact. It can be 
left for as long as twenty-four hours, after which 
it should be removed, washed and dried. With 
correct use, the contraception rate for the 
diaphragm is very good. It is safe to use and 
produces no unwanted side effects. 
Contraceptive Chemicals 
Contraceptive foams, jellies, creams, foaming 
tablets and suppositories work in 
much the same way. That is, by 
establishing a mechanical barrier 
to the sperm and/ or by directly 
killing the sperm on contact. 
\ They must be inserted into the 
il:Qf\f/1~ 1 vagina before intercourse and 
: ·~ ! reapplied with each 
\ ~'·"' , l --- 1\ subsequent sexual act. 
- <~-:A.~/\\ Suppositories (the 
· • · · t..~ 1C\_ least effective) re-
~. rn. -u L qu.ire about f~fteen 
.. · •,,.,:...; rrunu.tes to d1ssolve; 
... · foammg tablets re-
- ---~" quire five. Spermi-
cidal foams, creams 
and jellies are effec-
tive immediately. In all cases douching should be 
avoided for at least six hours after intercourse. 
Side effects are infrequent, although some 
women and some men find that chemicals cause 
an irritating burning sensation during intercourse 
or discomfort afterwards. 
The Pill 
The pill, taken by women once a day for twenty-
one or twenty-eight consecutive days, is designed 
to prevent ovulation. If no egg is released, con-
ception cannot occur. Most of the pills available 
today contain a combination of two female sex 
hormones in synthetic form-estrogen and 
progesterone. 
The pill's main drawback is the side effects 
that some women experience. Minor side effects 
like nausea, spotting or breakthrough bleeding, 
bloating and breast tenderness are fairly com-
mon but usually subside after a few months. The 
pill is also sometimes associated with weight 
gain and, to a lesser degree, weight loss; with 
minor but irritating vaginal infections, head-
aches, depression, and an increased need for 
vitamins Be and B12· 
So far as serious side effects are concerned, 
it is known that women taking the pill run four 
to seven times Ute risk of developing blood clots 
and nearly eight times the risk of dying as a 
result of a clot which lodges in a vital organ. 
Recent evidence suggests that the risk of 
developing a stroke (an extremely 
rare condition among women of 
child-bearing age) is increased 
nine-fold. Because the risk is 
greatest with women who smoke 
cigarettes, it is strongly recom-
mended that women over 30 
should either stop smoking 
or use another method of 
·birth control. 
Because we're concerned. 
The response to the advertisements 
we have been running has made us aware 
that there is still a surprising lack of 
knowledge among young people about the 
various methods of contraception. 
This is supported by a Statistics 
Canada report on the alarming increase in 
unwanted pregnancies among young 
women in the 16 to 24 age bracket. 
What we plan to do in this advertise-
ment is give you an honest and objective 
look at other methods of contraception. 
We will consider the advantages and dis-
advantages of each and leave you, the 
reader, to make up your own mind which 
method you prefer. 
Space limitations make it impossible 
for us to go into minute detail. So for 
further information, we strongly recom-
mend that you contact your local physician, 
pharmacist or family planning clinic. 
Douching 
Although the method has 
been in use for centuries, 
douching with plain water, 
soap, or chemicals is 
very ineffective. In fact, 
it's only slightly 
better than taking no 
precautions at all. 
Rhythm 
-----.. The rhythm method 
requires abstinence from 
intercourse during the 
woman's fertile time 
of the month. The 
difficulty even 
today lies in pre-
dicting when the 
fertile period is 
likely to begin. 
""vil!ili~~;i;utow/J"" The various aids 




electronic calculators, special rhythm calendars, 
clocks and chemical tests. The most common and 
most accurate method is the charting of the 
woman's basic body temperature which must be 
taken with a special thermometer each morning 
before she gets out of bed. Unfortunately, a 
slight illness (a cold, for example) can affect 
temperature readings and create the impression 
that ovulation has already occured. 
The intrauterine device (IUD) 
The IUD is a small device usually made of 
plastic or metal, or a combination of both, which 
a gynecologist places inside the uterus where it 
remains for as long as contraception is desired. 
Aside from checking after menstruation to be 
sure the device has not been expelled, little more 
needs to be done. 
How the IUD works 
is still unclear. The 
current school of 
thought believes that the 
device sets up a chemical 
state which incapacitates the sperm 
or the egg; or that its placement in 
the body speeds up the movement of 
the ovum (egg) so that it passes 
through the tube before becoming 
fertilized. As an additional safeguard, 
some doctors recommend use of a spermicidal 
foam or cream in conjunction with the IUD 
-especially during midcycle when conception is 
most likely to occur. This approach means that 
the IUD loses one of its most attractive features: 
the fact that it requires little effort and is 
unrelated to the sex act. 
Like all other methods, the IUD has its 
drawbacks. Some users spontaneously expel the 
device. In other cases, excessive bleeding and 
cramping or other side effects make its removal 
necessary. The IUD is not recommended for 
women who have pelvic inflammatory disease or 
any abnormality of the uterus or a history of 
painful or heavy periods or cancer of the cervix 
or uterus. 
Sterilization 
Male vasectomy is a simple surgical technique 
(only a local anesthetic is required) which 
involves cutting the ducts X 
that carry sperm into the 
ejaculate. Following (; · 
vasectomy, a couple 
should use some other · 
method of contraception until two consecutive 
tests show that no sperm remain in the ejaculate. 
Many doctors advise a repeat of the test six to 
twelve months later to ensure that the ducts 
have not grown back together. 
Female sterilization (or tubal ligation) 
involves cutting the Fallopian tubes that carry 
eggs from the ovaries to the uterus. It is a 
·somewhat more complicated procedure than 
vasectomy. Although brief hospitalization is 
usually required, new and simplified techniques 
make it possible to carry out the operation in 
a hospital-based clinic without overnight 
hospitalization. The rare failures occur when the 
tubes manage to grow back together. 
The condom 
The condom is second only ~ j ) 
in popularity to the pill as ~~~ 1111 """ ,,, 111 , 111 "''"~~''"" 
a method of birth control. Pla'nend 
A thin sheath usually t 
made of rubber or animal 1~ :;-
skin, it is put over the ~ 
erect penis to catch the 11'' III•IJ!'"'!I!'nyuutu'l!t J 
ejaculate. For maximum Sensi-Shape 
effectiveness, the condom Jl '-
should the used betfore inter· , !!W"!!!'!WII!!Uf'" 11 1!~ 
course o preven any . 
escape of semen in fore- Reservotr end 
play. It's also important t~rrrrrrrnnr~ 
to ~th~raw the penish!·b~~~~~lclliilllm. f 
while still erect to prevent ~ 
spillage of semen. Sensi-SIUJpe Ribbed 
The effectiveness of the condom, like the 
diaphragm, varies with the user. The condom's 
only disadvantage is that it must be used at the 
time of intercourse, requiring interruption of 
lovemaking. On the plus side, it is easy to use, 
perfectly safe and offers protection against the 
transmission of venereal disease. It can be 
purchased at the drug store without a doctor's 
prescription. 
Julius Schmid manufactures Canada's most popular 
brands of condoms. Ramses, Fourex, Sheik, NuForm, 
Excita, Fiesta, Fetherlite_ 
If you would like some free samples of our 
products, fill in the coupon below and we'll send 
you everything in a plain envelope. 
Name ______________________________ __ 
Address ________________ _ 
City ________ Prov. ______ pc ___ __ 
JULIUS SCHMID OF CANADA LTD. 
34 Metropolitan Road 
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DESCRIPTION: A student 
is required to work as an 
assistant to the Surrey 
Campus Community Con-
sultant. The work in-
volves ongoing involv-
ment with Continuing & 
Community Education 
courses, some community 
contact, indexing of in-
formation, answering 
phone inquiries and other 




HOURS: 6 hrs/wk 
WAGES: $4.50/hr 
CONTACT: Student 
Placement at 521-4851, 
Loc 269 in NW for a 
referral . 
Work Study Position: S-10 
POSITION: CAMPUS 
COUNCIL ASSIST ANT 
A student is required to 
advetise, promote and co-
ordinate Campus Student 
Council activities and fun-
ctions . Other duties: 
Operate Coffee Service 
(where provided) issue 
and collect games and 
equipment provided for 
students and answering 
phones and filing . 
LOCATION: Surrey 
HOURS: 15/ wk 
WAGES: $4 .50/hr 
CONTACT: Student 
placement at 521-4851, Loc 
269 in NW for a referral. 




DESCRIPTION: A student 
is required to assist with 
the general functioning of 
the Skill Development 
Department. Duties in-
clude: scoring and filing 
results of threshold tests 
used in the limited access 
Career and Vocational 
programmes . 
LOCATION: NW campus 
HOURS: 7 & 1/2 per week 
WAGES: $4 .50/ hr 
CONTACT: Student 
Placement at 521-4851, 








DESCRIPTION: A student 
is required to assist in the 
Career Resource to insure 
that information is kept up 
to date and available to 
the public and students. 
SKILLS REQUIRED: Fil-
ing, accurate typing 
(speed not essential) 
. LOCATION: NW campus 
HOURS: /t /wk 
WAGES: $4.50/hr 
CONTACT: Student 
Placement at 521-4851, 
Loc 269 in NW for a 
referral . 
Work Study Position: R12 
POSITION: Student A-
ssistant 
DESCRIPTION: A senior 
grade assistant is required 
by the Criminology de-
partment to carry out the 
following duties: Compile 
designated data concern-
ing crime and justice; help 
prepare teaching aids and 
answer student inquires . 
LOCATION: Richmond 
Campus 
WAGE: $4 .50/hr 
HOURS: Max. of 15/wk 
CONTACT: Student 
Placement at 521-4851 , 
Loc 269 in NW for a 
referral . 




Students are required to 
perform a variety of rou-







Placement at 521-4851, 
Loc 269 in NW for a 
referral . 
Work Study Program: 
NC-2 
POSITION: Student A-
ssistant I Pre-Technical 
Training Program 
DESCRIPTION: A student 
is required to assist the 
Pre-Technical Placement 
Co-ordinator, including a-
nswering the phone, 
making appointments, 






Placement at 521-4851, 






ssistants I Women ' s 
Studies 
DESCRIPTION: Two stu-
dents are required to a-
ssist with the distribution 
of promotional materials 
and to contact a wide of 
community agencies and 
groups. Student will also 
compile a list of periodic 
advertising deadlines . 




Placement at 521-4851, 






ssistant I Women ' s 
Studies 
DESCRIPTION: Two stu-
demts are required to staff 
a Women ' s Information 
room . Duties .would in-
clude: some receptioning, 
filing maintenance of re-
source files and periodic 
assistance with promotion 
of services or courses . 
LOCATION: NWCampus 





To Jan . 26 at Puccini's-
the Oliver Gannon Trio . 
Every Thursday 4-6 pm 
at Annibells Lounge, Four 
Seasons Hotel. 
Jan. 28 8:00 at Place Des 
Arts , 166 King Edwards, 
Coq . - Roy Reynolds Trio . 
Feb . 11 8:00 at Place Des 
Arts- Lisa Hittle' s Quartet. 
Folk and Blues 
Jan. 27 8 pm at the 
Orpheum- B. B. King . 
Feb 18 8:00 at QET - Arlo 
Guthrie 
Classical 
Jan . 27 8:30 at the q.e. 
Playhouse - Baroque Ex-
travaganza. 
Jan. 27 8:30 at the Van-
couver East Cultural Centre 
Jan 23 8:00 at the Or-
pheum - Andres Segovia 
-Take I. 
Feb. 15 8:30 at Ryerson, 
W . 45th and Yew - Van-
couver Chamber Choir. 
Feb . 18 at the Vancouver 
East Cultural Centre - An-
nual Evening of Electron-
ics . 
live Theatre 
Jan 21-26 8:30 at the 
Vancouver East Cultural 
Centre - Cammille by the 
Ridiculous Theatre Com-
pany. 
till Feb 16 at Stage 33 -
California Suite 
Rock and Roll 
ti II Jan 26 at the Cave -
RoyOrbison 
Jan. 30 at the Com-
modore Ball Room - Maria 
Muldaur. 
Placement at 521-4851, 
Loc 269 in NW for a 
referral . 




DESCRIPTION: A student 
is required to work on 
Maple Ridge Campus of 
Douglas College as a 
Handyman . Will be re-
quired to give assistance 
with minor repairs, mov-
ing furniture, organizing 
store rooms, notice board 
maintenance, blackboard 
maintenance, etc . 
WAGES: $4.50 per hour 
HOURS: Max. of 15/wk 
QUALIFICATIONS: Stu-
dent must qualify for 
Work Study Program 
CONTACT: Student 
Placement at 521-4851, 
Loc 269 in NW for a 
referral. 
Student Assistant 
A student assistant is 
required to work in the 
Psychology Lab assisting 
the Lab technician . Duties 
include: organizing the 
lab facilities and setting 
up labs for the Spring 
semester. Applicants 
must have Psych 100 & 
200 to apply . 
LOCATION:Psych Lab / 
NWcampus 
HOURS: T B A (Not to 
exceed 15/wk) 
WAGE: $3.50 - $4.00/hr 
depending on past exper-
ience 
CONTACT: Student 
Placement at 521-4851 Loc 
269 in NW for a referral. 
Students interested in 
find a work study position 
through the Student 
Placement Board should 
please check with Finan-
cial -Aid to see if they are 
eligible for the program. 
Phone 588-4411 Loc. 277 
in Surrey. Student Place-
ment cannot give a re-
ferral without authoriza-
tion from Financial Aid. 
LISTEN, JAKE, AND LISTEN AS YOU 
WOULD TO YOUR OWN MOTHER! 
THE BOARD Of DIRECTORS IS 
MEETING IN ON£ HOUR! THEY 
WANT TO KNOW THE NEWS AND 
YOU HAVE TO TELL THEM ••. 
TEQUILA SAUZA IS NUMBER ON£ 
ACROSS THE COUNTRY- NUM£RO 
UNO, RIGHT? NOW ClEAN YOUR 
GlASSES AND GET IN THERE! 
NlJM£RO UNO IN M£XICO AND IN CANADA 
SoyouthoughtFearand 




The Other Press 
'\ 
· and find out What 
HunterS. Thompson 
was afraid to print. 
Drop by The Other Press office 
on the New West campus 
January 21, 1980 Volume VIII Number I 
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